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Abstract 
The additive fragment of linear logic is complete for genera1 (nondistributive) lattices. A se- 
quent calculus for general lattices is presented with multiple antecedents and succedents. This 
construction is extended to give a sequent calculus for propositional linear logic with both addi- 
tive and multiplicative contexts. Then, various decision procedures are investigated for general 
lattices. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The traditional sequent calculus for the additive fragment [6], that we shall name 
ALL, is complete for general (non-distributive) lattices. This was shown by the seminal 
work of Whitman [ 16,171 on free lattices. 
The sequent calculus ALL is singular. That is, there is only one formula on each 
side of the deducibility relation t-. We introduce an equivalent multiple sequent calculus 
ALL, where each sequent has multiple antecedents and succedents. The structural rules 
are governed by lattice operations. The calculus ALL, has two asymmetric cut rules 
that we can eliminate. We accommodate in simple way additive sequent to Propositional 
Linear Logic to reduce the space necessitated by the use of recursion in proof search. 
The sequent calculus R for Relevant Logic in [3] had already those two kinds of 
context, but with no cut elimination property. Light Linear Logic [7], also, uses sequents 
made of blocks that are akin additive contexts. 
Whitman [ 161 showed that free lattices are decidable. The complexity of some special 
cases of lattices are worthy to mention. Indeed, free modular lattices with four gen- 
erators are undecidable [4,8] whereas they are finite in the case of three generators. 
Distributive lattices are co-NP complete. 
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Among other things, Whitman showed that there is a computable unique canonical 
representation, up to associativity and commutativity, of lattice terms. However, there 
is no finite and convergent term rewriting system to solve the lattice word problem [5]. 
Well, we could also design a bottom-up recursive proof search procedure, based on 
rules of the cut-free calculus ALL or ALL,,,. But, the search time is bounded below 
by an exponential in the size of the terms. In contrast, a top-down procedure provides 
polynomial time decision method. Actually, the bottom-up procedure is hindered by 
redundant tests. Thus, by seeking analytic lemmas and by recombining them, we give 
an efficient bottom up proof search algorithm. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall that ALL is complete for 
genera1 (non-distributive) lattices. The Section 3 is devoted to ALL,,,. Then, Section 4 
investigates decision procedures. In the last Section 5, we apply additive contexts 
to suggest a sequent calculus for the propositional fragment of linear logic, called 
MALL*. The two last sections are independent. 
2. Free lattices and additives 
The fragment of additive linear logic is induced by the sequent calculus ALL in 
Fig. 1. The calculus ALL is simply the restriction of the two-sided sequent calculus 
for linear logic. Actually, the additive fragment forms a free lattice [l]. This was shown 
by the seminal work of Whitman [16, 171 and that we state as follows. 
Theorem 1. The set of formulas finitely generated by atoms and by &, @ is a free 
lattice ordered by k, where & is the greatest lower bound, and CII is the lowest upper 
bound. 
Proof. The relation E is reflexive by the axiom rule, and transitive by the cut rule. 
The formula A&B is a lower bound by the rule &&, and it is the greatest one by &. 
0 
ax 
EkE 
Ei t F 
&Li,=,.2 
El&E2 t F 
E, kF E2 k F 
@L 
EI BE2 k F 
E, tF F t E2 
cut 
El FE2 
E k F, E t F2 
&R 
E E F,&F2 
E t Fi 
@Ri,=1.2 
E k FI @ F2 
Fig. 1. Rules of ALL. 
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Thus any lattice can be embedded homomorphically into the additive fragment. We 
refer to [l] for full explanation on lattices. By duality principles, we shall omit half 
of the cases to consider in proofs. 
Theorem 2. The cut eliminution property holds in ALL, i.e. if E t F holds in ALL 
then there is u cut-free derivution of E t F. 
The redundancy of the cut was first proved by Whitman [ 161 to solve the decision 
problem for free lattices. One may also argue that since the cut elimination property 
theorem holds for linear logic, the property is, a fortiori, valid in ALL. 
The negation in linear logic, denoted I, is involutive, i.e. All = A, and verifies 
De Morgan laws, (A &B)’ =A’ ~33 Bl and (A @ B)l = A’ &B’. Here we restrict, 
without loss of generality, to sentences where negations are applied only to atoms. 
There are two additive constants 0 and 1 satisfying 
OtA At1 
The constant 0 is the least element of the lattice and 1 is the greatest one. 
3. Multiple sequent calculus for additive logic 
In sequent calculus, the meaning of the logical connectors is conveyed by both the 
operational rules and by the structural rules. For example, the intuitionistic logic is usu- 
ally presented with one succedent sequent. This syntactic restriction implies that there 
is no contraction and no weakening on the right side of the sequent. On the other 
hand, there are intuitionistic sequent calculi with multiple succedents like the calculus 
LA, of Curry [2]. A multiple sequent Al,. . . ,A, by, B,, . . . , B, means that the in- 
tuitionistic conjunction of Al,. . . , A, entails, in an intuitionistic way, the intuitionistic 
conjunction of Al,. . . , A, entails, in an intuitionistic way, the intuitionistic disjunction 
BI, . . , B,. We can apply structural rules on both side of by,,, but there are restrictions 
on the right rules for the implication and the negation. 
3.1. Multiple additive sequent calculus 
We now formulate a multiple calculus ALL, which is equivalent to ALL. For this, 
we define additive contexts. An additive context is a sequence of formulas separated by 
a colon (1). A ALL,-sequent is a sequent where both the antecedent and the succedent 
are additive contexts. The morphology of such additive sequent is Al : . . : A, t, 
B, : . . : B,. The rules of ALL, are written in Fig. 2. 
The interpretation of ALL,,,-sequent is given by the next theorem. For this, define 
the relation < by Al : ... :A, tm BI : ... : B, iff &~=I,~A~ 4 @+I,~ Bj. 
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Axiom: 
r, tm Al :E E t, 42 
r, t-“, A,:A2 
cl& 
Logical rules: 
E, :E2:T t,,, A r km FI r t--m F2 
E,&E2:T t,,, A &L r tm Fl&F2 
&r 
El 1, A E2 b-m A Tt--,F,:F2:A 
El @ E2 tm A 
@L 
rt,F,$F;!:A 
@R 
Structural rules: 
Weakening : ,rrtF AAwL r tm A 
. m rt,F:AWR 
Contraction : 
E:E:l-t, A rt, F:F:A 
E:TI--, A cL rk,,,F:A cR 
Exchanges : 
Ij :A:B:T2 t,,, A l-t, A, :A:B: A2 
r, :B:A:T2 k,,, A eL rk, A,:B:A:AzeR 
Fig. 2. ALL,,, rules. 
Theorem 3. The set of formulas jinitely generated by atoms and by &, @ is a free 
lattice ordered by -x, where & is the greatest lower bound, and @ is the lowest upper 
bound. 
We postpone the proof to Section 3.2 to give some examples and to make comments. 
Example. (1) We prove that CB is distributive over &. 
A t,,, A 
WL 
B t,,, B 
WL 
A:Bt,A:C 
&L 
c t-, c A:Bk, B:C 
&L 
c tm c 
WL WL 
A&Bt, A:C Ck,A:C A&Bt,B:C Ct,B:C 
@R @R @R @R 
A&Bk,A@C Ck,A@C A&Bt,B@C CtmB$C 
@L @L 
(A&B)@Ct,A@C (A&B)@C t,,, B&C 
&R 
(A&B) @ C t-n, (A c~ C)&(B @ C) 
The converse is only valid in distributive lattices. 
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(2) This example illustrated the fact that CE on the left and & on the right are not 
permutable rules 
A km A A km A 
&R 
B t,,, B BI-, B 
&R 
A tm (A&A) B t-“, (B&B) 
A t, (A&A) : (B&B) wR B tm (A&A): (B&B) 
WR 
@L 
A @B t, (A&A) : (B&B) 
A @B t--m (A&A) @ (B&B) 
@R 
Notice that contraction and weakening rules are postulated on both sides of t--m. The 
application of &R (resp. @L) rule is restricted to right contexts (resp. left) containing 
a single formula. Actually, a similar restriction is applied to the right implication rule 
in a multiple conclusion sequent calculus for intuitionistic logic, that we recall below 
r,A tLA, B 
+R 
r tL& A + B 
WR 
In fact, by replacing &R and @L rules of ALL,,, by these unrestricted versions 
E,:l-+A EZ:r+A r + F, : A r + F2 : A 
E, @E2:r+ A 
@L’ 
r + F,&F2: A 
&R* 
then we could prove the distributive law : (A @ B)&C + A $ (B&C). 
The meaning of the entailment remains the linear implication which is a multi- 
plicative connector. Well, we might have chosen a deducibility relation based on the 
additive implication. But, following [ 131, the additive implication does not carry any 
good property. Indeed, the additive implication is equivalent to (A’ $ B). Therefore, 
there are no consequence relation between Al and B. 
Let us finish by a last remark. If one substitutes to both ALL,,,-cut rules, the single 
symmetric cut rule 
fi+A,.E E:fi+A2 
fi:fi=+A,:A2 
Then we cannot eliminate cuts because the distributive law is again provable with cuts 
but not without. 
3.2. Equivalence of the systems 
We shall now show the equivalence between the singular ALL-system and the mul- 
tiple calculus ALL,. We have first to explain in what sense this equivalence holds. 
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Given a multiple statement 
E, : ... :E, t,,, F,: ... :Fq (1) 
we transform it into this equivalent singular statement 
E,&...&E, tFI @...eiF, (2) 
The proof goes like this. The Lemma 5 will establish that (1) entails (2). The converse 
is shown by the Lemma 4 below. 
Lemma 4. Let E and F be two ALL formulas. If E t F holds in ALL then E t,,, F 
holds in the contraction-free fragment of ALL,,,. Moreover, a cut-free proof of ALL 
is mapped onto a cut-free proof of ALL,,,. 
Proof. Assume that a proof in ALL ends with (CBR, ) rule, then 
E t Fl 
Et FI cBF2 
transformed in ALL,,, 
E km FI 
Et,,, F,:F2 
Et,FI@F2 
WL 
@R 
All other right rules of ALL are valid in ALL,,,. Observe that this homomorphic 
translation does not increase the number of cuts and do not introduce any contractions. 
0 
It remains to show the converse. We illustrate first how we shall proceed. Take the 
following ALL,,,-proof. 
A t, A B t, B 
WL WL 
A:B:Ct-, A A:B:Ct, B 
&R 
A:B:C t,,, A&B 
&L 
A&B: C t,,, A&B 
We encode an ALL,,,-sequence like A &B : C by (A&B) & C. Since &L and &R are 
not inversible in ALL, we apply first &R 
(A&B)&CtA (A&B)&CtB &R 
(A&B)&CtA&B 
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Next, to simulate weakenings, we must, first, reorder formulas in (A &B) & C on the 
right proof branch. This is performed by a cut. 
BtB 
&L 
AtA 
&L 
C&BtB 
&L 
A&BtA &L (A&B)&CtA&(C&B) A&(C&B)tB 
cut 
(A&B)&CtA 
(A&B)C Yz 
(A&B)&CtA&B 
We shall use the following convention. Let I- be the context Al: . : A,. Define 
r&=A,&... &A, and r@=Al@ . . . @Ap with association to the right. Since ad- 
ditive connectors are commutative and associative, every permutation or every other 
parenthezing is equivalent. 
Lemma 5. [f’r tm A holds in ALL,,, then r& tr@ holds in ALL. 
Proof. We define a procedure JV”+’ which maps an ALL,,,-proof on an ALL-proof 
with the same conclusion. 
l An axiom A t, A is mapped to A t A. 
l The last rule is a right exchange, then we use a cut to permute the formulas as we 
explained previously. 
l The last rule is cut 
711 712 
r, t,E E:l-2 tm A2 
c&R 
r, : r2 tm A~ 
is mapped to 
r,& t-E 
&R 
r,&trf 
&R 
(r, ur2)& tE (r, urz)& t r,& &L -N~+~(x~) 
(r, ur2)& t_mr$ E&r,& tA,$ 
cut 
(r, u r2)& t @ 
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l The last rule is a right weakening 
It _,,tY”‘“+(rr) 
rtA is mapped to Pt- A@ 
WR @R 
l-kF:A r&kF$A@ 
l The last rule is a right contraction 
71 
l-t, F:F:A is mapped to 
CR 
rk,F.A 
l The last rule is &R 
r&tF@F@A@ F@Fc~d@tFc~d@ cut 
r&tF@A@ 
r I-, F1 r tm F2 
&R 
is mapped to PtF, PtF2 
&R 
l- t, F, & F2 r& tF, &F2 
l The last rule is @R 
7c 
C’m+‘(rc) U’ 
rt,F,:F2:A is mapped to 0 
@R r& t(Fr 69F2)@Aa 
rt,F,@F2:A 
Combining Lemma 4 and 5: 
Theorem 6. A necessary and sufjTcient condition that a statement Et F holds in ALL 
is that El--m F holds in ALL,. 
Corollary 7. The cut and contraction free fragment of ALL, is equivalent to ALL,. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, a cut free proof in ALL is mapped onto a cut free proof of 
ALL,. Therefore, the cut elimination process is carried out by transforming a proof 
of ALL, into a proof of ALL. Afterwards, we eliminate cuts in ALL. And then, we 
map back the equivalent cut free proof in ALL,. q 
Finally, the Theorems 6 and 1 immediately entail the Theorem 3. 
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4. Decision procedure 
4.1. Invertible rules 
Assume that r t A is valid and let E be a formula in r U A. There is only one 
logical rule R which matches E. We wonder whether we can make a proof of r t A 
which ends by introducing E by an instance of this rule R. If it is so, we say that the 
rule R is invertible with respect to r t A. Inversion of inferences goes back to Kleene, 
cited in [2]. So if a rule is invertible, we can permute it with any other inferences in 
order to push it down. 
Proposition 8. The invertible rules of ALL, ure 
1. TkA&B ifSTkA and TtB 
2. A@Bk-A iffAtA undBI-A 
3. 1-tA@B:A iffrt-A:B:A. 
4. A&B:rtA ifSA:B:TtA 
and (1) and (2) holds in ALL with T and A restricted to a single formula. 
Proof. Assume that r I- A &B. Since A&B t A by &-left rule, we have r tA by 
applying the cut rule. Next, A CE B : A and A : B : A are identical terms in the free lattice. 
So, r t A : B: A if r t A 6~ B : A. The converse holds because they are valid rules of 
the calculus. 0 
4.2. Bottom-up search in cut-free fragment 
Hence, a bottom-up decision procedure will pick up a formula A from the input 
r k A and will apply the operational rule that matches A. The process is repeated 
until either a proof is found or all choices have been exhausted without success. For 
further background on backward-chaining, refer, for instance, to [12,9,14]. Therefore, 
the search space is a forest. Birkhoff [l] established that at most 4” steps are necessary 
to decide whether A k B, where n is the number of connectors in A and B. 
Of course, we can refine this procedure by exploiting permutations. Indeed, 
Proposition 8 provides an order on rule applications excepted in one case. Indeed, 
when the principal connector is a & on the left side and a @ on the right side, then 
we do not know what side to choose. But even so, this approach is unfeasible. 
Proposition 9. A bottom-up decision procedure, based on ALL or ALL,,, in cut-free 
sequent calculus runs in more than 2” steps in the worst case, where n is the number 
of connectors in the input formulas. 
Proof. We just make the proof for ALL because the proof for ALL, is similar. Let 
H,” be A0 & . . &A, t Bo @. . @I B,. and s(m, n) be the number of possible proof at- 
tempts of H,“. (For ALL,, take A0 : . . . : A, I- Bo : . . . : B,.) We show by induction that 
s(m, n) > 2”‘+‘. First s( 1,l) = 1 since Hi is an instance of an axiom or not. Next, from 
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the sequent Hz, we have to deal with four choices which are A0 t- BO @ . $ B,, Al & 
. ..&A.tBo~...~B,,Ao&...&A,~Bo andAo&...&A,~B,~...$B,. This 
implies 
s(m,n)=s(l,n)+s(m- l,n)+s(m,l)+s(m,n- 1). 
By assumption, we have s(m - 1, n) = s(m, n - 1) >2m+n-1, and so conclude that 
s(m, n) > 2.2 m+n-I = 2n+m fl 
For similar observations on classical propositional logic, consult [ 151. 
4.3. A top-down method 
In the other hand, it is well known that a straight top-down decision procedure yields 
a polynomial time algorithm while the above bottom-up procedure was exponential. For 
this, we give a transformation from ALL to classical propositional logic. 
(1) T(A,A) = 1 if A is a literal 
(2) T(A,B) = 0 if A #B are literals 
(3) T(E,FI &F2)- T(E,FI)AT(E,F~) 
(4) T(EI @E2>F)= WI,F)A T(E2,F) 
(5) T(E~&EZ,FI~F~)--T(EI,F~~F~)VT(E~,FI~F~)VT(EI&E~,FI) 
(6) T(A, FI @ F2) = T(A, FI ) V T(A, F2) if A is a literal 
(7) T(Ei &E~,B)GT(EI,B)VT(E~,B) if B is a literal 
Lemma 10. T(E, F) = 1 zf E t F is provuble in ALL. 
This lemma was proved in [16]. The proof of correction goes by induction on size 
of T(E, F). Inversely, if T(E,F)=O then the sequence Et F is classically falsifiable, 
and so is not provable in ALL. 
Here T(E,F) is a boolean circuit which has a size bounded by O(lEI.IFI), where 
1x1 is the number of connectors in X. So, it is easy to evaluate it in polynomial 
time. Compare to the previous approach, the search space is now a directed acyclic 
graph. 
Proposition 11. There is a procedure which decides whether Et F is provable in ALL 
in time O(lEI.IFI). 
This procedure turns out to be much more efficient than bottom-up searches in the 
cut-free fragment. See [ 1 I] for references on forward chaining and resolution. 
4.4. A non-cut-free bottom-up algorithm 
We give another decision algorithm which is polynomial time and whose design, in 
contrast to the former procedure, is close to a bottom-up procedure. Here is how the 
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algorithm works: To decide if E k F, we determine each subformula X such that E kX 
and Xa F. In other words, we compute the filter IMP (E,F) whose least element is 
E for partial order k, restricted to subformulas of F. Henceforth, such filter is called 
analytic. 
For this, define CL~ as the following closure operator on the set of subformulas of F. 
(Cl) AEC~,(O) iff A4F and AEO, 
(C2) X & YE CL,.(@) iff X, YE CL,(O) and X& Y4F, 
(C3) X@YEC~,(O) iffXECL,(O) or YECL,(O) andX$Y4F, 
CL, satisfies VY E CL~(@), kxEO X k Y. Then, define IMP (E,F) by 
IMP(A,F)=&({A}) whenever A is an atom. 
IMP(E, & E2, F) = CL~.(IMP(EI, F) U IMP(Ez, F)) 
IMP(E, @ E2, F) = IMP(EI, F) n IMP(&. F) 
Proposition 12. A necessury und suficient condition that E k F holds in ALL is that 
FE IMP(E, F). IMP(E, F) is computed in time 0( lEl . IFI). 
The correctness of the algorithm is established by Lemma 13 and the completeness 
by Lemma 14. The algorithm is implemented by a forward computation that decom- 
poses the antecedents E, and then a backward computation that determine the greatest 
subformulas X of F such that E k X. So the runtime is bounded by 0( IE 1. (F ( ). 
Example. (1) Let E=A&B and F=((A@C)&B)@C. We test for EkF by com- 
puting for each subformula X of E, the subset IMP(X,F) of subformulas of F. We 
present the algorithm like a table where the first column designates subformulas of the 
antecedent. The second column contains the lemmas implied by the antecedent in the 
first column. 
7 1 F+(A;X$B)i.C 
ErA&B A@C,B,(A@C)&B,Fs((A@C)&B)@C 
We conclude that E k F, because F E IMP(E, F). Notice we disregard permutation rules. 
(2) Let E=(A&B)&(A@C) and F=(B&A)@C. We seek a proof of El-F. For 
this, we compute: 
IMP F-(B&A)@C 
A A 
B B 
C C,(B&A)$C 
A&B A,B,B&A,(B&A)@C 
A@C 0 
E=(A&B)&(A@C) A,B,B&A,F=(B&A)@C 
Again E I- F holds because F G (B&A) $ C E IMP(E, F) 
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(3) Let E=A$(B&C) and F=(A$B)&C 
IMP Fz(A$B)&C 
A A@B 
B A69B 
C C 
B&C A@B,C,(A@B)&C 
E-A@(B&C) A@B 
Since F $Z’ IMP(E,F), we conclude that E k F is not provable. Indeed, it is not classically 
valid. 
Lemma 13. If X E IMP(E, F) then E k X holds in ALL. 
Proof. By structural induction on E and X. 
E is an atom. If X is an atom, then E and X are the same atom. If X =Xi &Xl, 
then X1,X, EIMP(E,F), by (C2). By induction, E ~XI and E EX2, hence E kX1 &X2. 
If X =Xi @X2, then Xi EIMP(E,F), for i = 1 or i = 2 by (C3). By induction, E kXi, so 
E kX, @X2. 
For E = El &El, if X is an atom then X EIMP(E,,F) by (12), for i = 1 or i = 2. By 
induction, E; k X, so El & E2 t X. 
If X=X, &X2; Either X1,X, EIMP(E,F) by (CZ), then by induction E k-Xi, for 
i = 1,2; Or X E IMP(Ej,F) for some j by (13) then by induction Ej l-X. In both cases, 
E kX1 &X2 by applying respectively the left $ rule or the right & rule of ALL. 
Similarly, if X=X, @X2; Either X; EIMP(E,F) by (C3) then by induction E kXi; 
Or X E IMP(Ej,F) by (13) then by induction Ej kX. In both cases, E kX1 @X2 by 
applying, respectively, the right @ or the left & rule of ALL. 
For E = El @ E2, whatever X is, X EIMP(E~,F) n IMP(&,F) by (13). By induction, 
Eli-X and E2tX, so El$EzkX. q 
Lemma 14. Assume that X Ii F. If’E t X holds in ALL then X E IMP(E, F). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of the proof n of E k X in ALL. If IZ 
is an axiom, then E and X are the same atom and IMP(E, F) = {E}. 
If IT ends with a left @-rule on E = El @ E2. By induction, X E IMP(E~, F) and 
X E IMP(E~, F). By (13), X E IMP(EI @ E2, F). 
If rr ends with a left &i-rule on E = El &El. By induction, X E IMP(E;, F) and by 
(12) XEIMP(E~ &Ez,F). 
Otherwise, rc ends with a right rule. Following the Lemma 8, we suppose that E is 
an atom or is El & E2. In both cases, IMP(E,F) is closed by CLF. 
If rr ends with a right &-rule on X =Xi &X2. By induction, Xi E IMP(E, F) and 
X2 E IMP(E, F). By (C2) X E IMP(E, F). 
If TC ends with a right @i-rule on X =Xi @X2. By induction, Xi E IMP(E, F) and by 
(C3) X E IMP(E, F). 0 
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Identity: 
r, k A13.4 A,r2 hi 42 
max r,,r2 hi AI,A~ 
cut 
Additive rules: 
T[A : B] h A 
I-[A&B] h A &L 
rh A,A rh A,B 
l- h A,A&B &R 
I-,A h A I-,B h A 
T,A@Bh A @L 
Multiplicative rules: 
r[A,Bl t, A 
r[A@B] tz A 
@JL 
ri,At; AI B,rz t, 42 
r,,ApB,r2 h A,,A2 “’ 
rl b4,Al mkA2 
I’,,A-+B,r2 b Al,A2 -OL 
rt,A,A 
r,Al h A 
IL 
Structural rules: 
rt; A[A:B] 
l-h AIA@BleR 
rl k 4,~ r, t, w2 
r,,fi k Al,A@ B,Az @R 
r ki A[A,Bl 
I- k A[A@B]” 
T,A h A,B 
rt; A,A-B -OR 
r,A k A 
r h A,Al 
IR 
Weakening : ml t; A r k A[61 
r[?;:A]t; AWL rt; A[c~:A]~~ 
Contraction :
r[y : A : A] b A 
I-[y : A] k A wL 
rb A[6:A:AlwR 
I- h A[6 : A] 
Exchanges :
r h A[6’; 61 
r h A[& 6’leR 
(; is : or ,) 
Fig. 3. Rules of MALL*. We write T[F] to say that F is a formula in r 
5. Propositional linear logic 
To conclude, we show how to combine additive contexts with propositional lin- 
ear logic MALL. For, we develop an equivalent sequent calculus MALL*, see Fig. 3. 
Similarly, one might plunge additive contexts into other calculi like Lambek 
Calculus. 
A sequent of MALL* is of the form r t; A where both r and A are nested multi- 
plicative contexts define thus. A nested multiplicative context is a sequence y 1,. . . , ;jp 
of additive contexts separated by commas (,). An additive context y is a sequence 
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ri : : r,, separated by colons (:), and where c is either a formula or a nested 
multiplicative context. 
Theorem 15. rf‘ r F A holds in MALL then r k A holds in MALL*, and conversely. 
Proof. Since both systems are symmetric, we just consider right rules. 
All MALL-rules are identical to MALL*-rules except for the right-@ rule. In order to 
simulate this former rule in MALL*, we drop the extra formula by the right weakening 
rule, like in the Lemma 4. 
Conversely, we show that if r h A then we can derive v-(T) k v+(A) in MALL 
where v-(F) = v+(F) = F when F is a formula, and 
v-(;J,+) = u_(y)@ u-(7’) u+(y, 7’) = v+ (y) @ vf(y’) 
u-(r:r’)=tl-(r)&u-(r’) v+(r: r’)=u+(r)$v+(r’) 
We proceed by a straightforward induction on proof length. Indeed, we can always 
conclude a proof by applying a right rules. For structural rules, we follow the Lemma 5 
thus. If the last rule is a weakening (resp. a contraction) rule, then we conclude by 
applying a cut with v+(A[S]) k v+(A[S : A]) (resp. v+(A[6 : A]) k v+(A[6 : A :A])). 0 
The cut rule is symmetric because there are no structural rules on multiplicative 
contexts. 
Corollary 16. MALL* permits cut-elimination. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of the Corollary 7. Since a cut-free MALL- 
proof is mapped onto a cut-free MALL*-proof and since cut is redundant in MALL, we 
eliminate cut in MALL*-proof. 0 
To conclude, we give two examples that point out some interest in MALL* proof 
technique. Indeed it should be easier to seek for a proof in MALL*, because we can 
delay choices in ALL,,, and more conveniently examine contexts. 
Example. (1) This example shows the distributive law for 8 with respect to &: 
A:BI_*A ChC 
@r 
A:BkB CkC 
@r 
A:B,CbA@C A:B,CkB@C 
&r 
A : B,Ch (A@C)&(B@C) &I 
A&&C t; (A@C)&(Bc3C) ~I 
(A&B)@C hi (A@C’)&(B@C’) 
(2) Suppose that we want to encode in linear logic a non-deterministic system like 
the one drawn below. (See [lo] for further examples about Linear Logic and 
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system behavior). 
b Transitions: 
c 
q2 93 
8 +? 
To = q. @ a 4 q,& q2 
C T,r(q,~bbqq3)&(qz~.C--oqq) 
0 q4 c 0 qf 
Tz=‘W3%)+qf 
We encode an input word like abc by a @b @c. We prove that we reach the final 
state qf from the initial configuration (40, a 8 b ti$ c). 
To,q1~b~q~:q2~~-q4,q0,a,b~qq3:q4 &L on T, 
TO, 6, 40, a, b h q3 : q4 
@R 
TO, Tl, 40, a, b 6. q3 CE q4 chc 
@JR 
To,Tl,qo,a,b,c k c@(q3 $94) qr k 9f T2 
TO, TI , T2,qo, a, 6, c h qf 
@Jr. 
Now, we choose either the transition starting with q1 or the transition with q2. In 
both cases, this choice is non-invertible. However, we delay the decision by using the 
following admissible rule: 
rkAl :...:Ak 
parallel - 
T,A,-oC, :...:Ak-CkhC, :...:Ck 
This rule means that we can fire both transitions simultaneously to get 
G,qo,a,b k q1 @b:q2@c 
Now, the proof keeps going straight. 
wL+ax _ ax 
41 :q2 6 q1 bkb ax_ ax @JR 
40 k 40 at;a 
@R 
41 :mb k+ q1 @b:q2@c 
&L 
40,a t; qo@a q1&q2,bhqlmb:q2gc 
To 
To,qo,a,b I- q1 @b:q2@c 
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